WHAT’S	
  GOING	
  ON	
  AT	
  FCCF?	
  

Serious	
  Answers	
  for	
  a	
  Serious	
  Problem1	
  
By Douglas Lay
April 7, 2015

INTRODUCTION	
  
	
  
For several weeks, Facebook has lit up with comments about “something going on” at First Christian
Church of Florissant. People want quick and simple answers—which Facebook can easily supply. But
questions about serious issues confronting the church require serious answers—they require time to
read, to study, to pray, to consider before jumping to conclusions without a solid foundation of the
facts. Although people are talking about an array of issues online, this letter focuses on one main
serious problem at hand at FCCF:

	
  
THE	
  CHARGES	
  

1. Steve	
   Wingfield,	
   the	
   senior	
   minister	
   at	
   First	
   Christian	
   Church	
   of	
   Florissant,	
   ignored,	
   lied	
  
about,	
   and	
   covered-‐up	
   sexual	
   abuse	
   allegations	
   of	
   six	
   alleged	
   young	
   boys,	
   all	
   minors,	
   by	
  
Brandon	
   Milburn.	
   The	
   alleged	
   abuse	
   took	
   place	
   while	
   Brandon	
   was	
   employed	
   at	
   the	
  
church.	
  	
  
	
  
2. Steve	
   Wingfield	
   discredited,	
   ignored,	
   and	
   intimidated	
   the	
   reporter,	
   Dawn	
   Varvil,	
   a	
   former	
  
church	
   member,	
   youth	
   sponsor,	
   and	
   parent,	
   after	
   she	
   first	
   reported	
   these	
   allegations	
  
three	
  years	
  ago	
  to	
  Steve	
  and	
  Scott	
  in	
  February	
  of	
  2012	
  at	
  a	
  meeting	
  called	
  by	
  Steve.	
  

THE	
  BIBLICAL	
  MANDATE	
  
These are serious charges—they require a serious investigation—but since the elders informed me in
a certified letter that they were not going to investigate these charges2, I have had to conduct this
investigation on my own.
The biblical mandate for elders is to oversee and manage the church, an office given to the church by
Christ, not by man. The scripture says,
“The saying is trustworthy: If anyone aspires to the office of overseer, he desires a noble
task.”3
The office of an elder is honorable and noble—yet the individuals in the office are not infallible. The
scripture says,
1

It is with the upmost care and prayer that I have written—with clarity, truthfulness, and accuracy—
these charges, as I understand the events. I have not knowingly or willfully falsified or altered the
facts to deceive or defame any individuals in the document.

2

Titus Benton and I received the same letter from the elders on March 19, 2015, stating that they
were not going to conduct an investigation into Steve’s cover-up of the allegations of 2012.

3

I Timothy 3:1 ESV.

1

“Therefore an overseer must be above reproach…”4
All of the other qualifications of an elder are built upon this foundation of moral character. To be
“above reproach” does not mean an elder must be perfect; however, it does mean that
“…any accusation that is brought against him must not be found to be true. His life must be
above reproach....When someone can point a finger at an officer of the church and accurately
accuse him of dishonesty, then the cause of Christ is hurt. It does not matter how naturally
gifted a man may be, if someone can say that his speech does not reflect a dedication to
Christ, then the cause of Christ is hurt, and that man should not be an officer of the church."

5

“There are to be no accusations circulating about this man's past or present. The candidate
for elder/overseer must live such an exemplary life that there is not even an occasion to call
him to account or bring a charge against him. Interestingly, Paul says nothing about charisma,
intelligence, education, influence, talent, attractiveness, etc.”6
Steve Wingfield has consistently ignored, lied, and covered-up, for three years, serious sexual abuse
allegation by a former employee, youth volunteer, and church member—Brandon Milburn. Steve
Wingfield has ignored, discredited, and intimidated the one who reported the allegations and those
who reported the cover-up.
Elders, as are all believers, are not exempt from discipline. Remember this biblical mandate:
“Do not admit a charge against an elder except on the evidence of two or three witnesses. As
for those who persist in sin, rebuke them in the presence of all, so that the rest may stand in
fear. I charge you to keep these rules without prejudging, doing nothing from partiality. Do
not be hasty in the laying one of hands, nor take part in the sins of others; keep yourself
pure.”7
Three witnesses testify to these charges—Dawn Varvil, who first reported the allegations to Steve
and Scott; then myself, who heard about the allegations from Dawn the same evening she reported
them to Steve; and then my wife, who heard about the allegations after Dawn shared them with me
that same evening in 2012.
I have presented to the elders, over a 5-week period, ample evidence of these charges, presented in a
case study, Is It Enough? Sexual Abuse Within the Church: A Case Study at First Christian Church of
Florissant, 6th edition.
Although the elders appear to have finally started an “investigation”, they have failed to address this
core issue: Steve Wingfield covered-up the allegations of sexual abuse and then preceded to discredit
and intimidate those associated with bringing these allegations to light. Steve’s actions must now be
presented to the church family “in the presence of all”.

	
  
4

I Timothy 3:2a ESV
McGee, J V: Thru the Bible Commentary: Nashville: Thomas Nelson.
6
Full Text On Line Library. http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/articles/index.php?view=article&aid=33458
7
I Timothy 5:19-22, ESV.
2
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THE	
  ACTION	
  PLAN	
  
1. READ:	
   Carefully	
  and	
  prayerfully	
  read	
  the	
  following	
  three	
  documents,	
  Reporting	
  of	
  Allegations	
  of	
  
Sexual	
   Abuse	
   and	
   FCCF	
   Children’s	
   Ministry	
   Workers	
   Meeting	
   and	
   The	
   Cover-‐Up. 8 	
  	
   They	
   are	
  
somewhat	
  lengthy	
  with	
  footnotes,	
  so	
  please	
  take	
  your	
  time.	
  These	
  three	
  documents	
  do	
  not	
  cover	
  
all	
   of	
   the	
   evidence;	
   they	
   do,	
   however,	
   represent	
   a	
   summary	
   of	
   a	
   pattern	
   of	
   behavior	
   by	
   Steve	
  
Wingfield.	
  	
  
	
  
2. PRAY:	
   Seek	
  the	
  face	
  of	
  our	
  Lord	
  first,	
  not	
  the	
  face	
  of	
  social	
  media.	
  This	
  is	
  a	
  serious	
  problem	
  for	
  
the	
  church	
  family	
  to	
  address	
  in	
  a	
  loving	
  yet	
  truthful	
  manner.	
  If	
  you	
  are	
  simply	
  looking	
  for	
  a	
  quick	
  
piece	
  of	
  gossip	
  to	
  share	
  on	
  Facebook,	
  stop	
  reading	
  now.	
  This	
  is	
  for	
  believers	
  seeking	
  the	
  truth.	
  
	
  
3. SHARE:	
   Contact	
   the	
   elders9	
  about	
   this—write	
   to	
   them,	
   call	
   them,	
   email	
   them,	
   text	
   them,	
   talk	
   to	
  
them	
  in	
  the	
  hallway	
  at	
  church.	
  Why?	
  First	
  Christian	
  Church	
  of	
  Florissant	
  is	
  set	
  up	
  with	
  a	
  church	
  
structure	
   built	
   around	
   the	
   eldership—they	
   oversee	
   all	
   the	
   affairs	
   of	
   the	
   church.	
   The	
   elders	
  
oversee	
  the	
  senior	
  minister,	
  although	
  the	
  senior	
  minister	
  is	
  also	
  an	
  elder.	
  The	
  executive	
  minister	
  
typically	
   oversees	
   the	
   staff;	
   the	
   staff	
   generally	
   do	
   not	
   have	
   contact	
   with	
   the	
   elders.	
   The	
  
congregation	
   votes	
   on	
   elders,	
   deacons,	
   and	
   the	
   budget,	
   yet	
   church	
   members	
   do	
   not	
   govern	
   the	
  
church—the	
  elders	
  do.	
  	
  Go	
  to	
  the	
  elders	
  first.	
  
	
  
4. ACT:	
   Pray for wisdom and discernment about how to boldly act upon this truth with the church

body. This cannot be micromanaged by Steve, Bob Farmer, or even the elders—the Holy Spirit
must be allowed to move within the hearts of the entire church family. You cannot be silent. We
are to act regardless of the good that Steve Wingfield has accomplished in the past or to whom
he is related, or regardless of your allegiances in the church. Steve is to be examined as to his
ability to oversee and manage this church—by the church family in front of the church family.
This action plan may make you feel extremely uncomfortable. Doesn’t Matthew 18 teach that
these types of confrontations should take place only in private, particularly when they involve the
elders and/or the senior minister? Consider these public rebukes: Paul rebuked Peter in public10;
Jesus rebuked Peter in public11; Jesus rebuked the disciples in public12; Jesus rebuked the religious
leaders in public13; Paul corrected two women in public14; Paul rebuked a man with his father’s
wife in public15; Paul rebuked the church in Galatia in public16; Paul instructed Timothy to rebuke
an elder in public who persists in sin17. When leaders sin and will not repent—go public.
8

The last two documents will be part of the case study, Is It Enough? Sexual Abuse Within the Church: A
Case Study at First Christian Church of Florissant, 7th edition, soon. An electronic copy of it can be
obtained by sending a request to (isitenough15@gmail.com).

9

Bob Dees
Eugene Storjohann
Stanley DuBose

bob.dees@barcoding.com
Jim Taylor
jmzgems@hotmail.com
eugene.storjohann@sbcglobal.net Keith Vehlewald kdvlmv@gmail.com
stanleydubosesr@hotmail.com
Steve Wingfield steve@fccf.org

10

Galatians 2:11-14
Mark 8:31-33
12 Matthew 19:13-15
13 Matthew 23:1-36
14 Philippians 4:2
15 I Corinthians 5:1-2
16
Galatians 1:6-10
17
I Timothy 5:20
11

3

REPORTING	
  OF	
  ALLEGATIONS	
  OF	
  SEXUAL	
  ABUSE18	
  
Document	
  1	
  

Background	
  
Reporting of Allegations of Sexual Abuse lays out the allegations Dawn Varvil shared with Steve Wingfield
and Scott Strandell in February of 2012. Shortly after Brandon left FCCF in January of 2012, Steve
Wingfield had received a call from the minister at Gateway Christian Church about a rumored
concern involving Brandon and a teenage boy. The teenager’s mother was concerned about the
amount of time Brandon was spending with her son. The minister at Gateway had heard about the
rumored concern from a student attending SLCC who had heard about the concern from a youth
sponsor at FCCF, Dawn Varvil.
Steve invited Dawn to his office to respond to these rumors about Brandon. Dawn met with Steve
and Scott for over two hours. Immediately afterwards, Dawn stopped by my house, very distraught
and shaken. Over the next several hours, Dawn shared with me and then with my wife, Tamara, a
long list of disturbing sexual allegations between Brandon and a group of boys, all minors, from the
youth group at FCCF. These allegations took place between 2009 and 2012, during the time Brandon
was employed at FCCF. This document contains a summary of this meeting from Dawn’s
perspective. As of today, Steve and Scott have not communicated with Dawn about the allegations
nor have they commented on the specifics of the allegations.
Information	
  Dawn	
  shared	
  with	
  Steve	
  and	
  Scott	
  
1.

I had contacted the mother of a male minor by phone earlier in the week to make her aware of
some concerning facts regarding her minor son and his relationship with Brandon Milburn.
Her son had been given a key to Brandon’s apartment, which was only a few blocks from his
home and directly across the street from the minor’s school. I had been told by another student
that the minor had been telling his mother that he was staying overnight in my home when, in
fact, he had been staying the night in Brandon’s apartment. I had not seen or heard from the
minor in quite some time, and that if he had been telling her that he was spending time at my
house, he was lying. Brandon had included her minor son on his cell phone plan and purchased
an Iphone for him as a gift. Brandon had gifted her minor son an Ipad.
2. Virgil Brazle had contacted me by phone the same day that I had spoken to the minor’s
mother, and he berated me for contacting her. He then told me that he would not allow me to
be a youth sponsor at FCCF because I was "harassing" one of the other youth sponsors
(referring to Brandon Milburn). Virgil then argued the validity of my concerns and whether or
not it was appropriate to contact the mother with those concerns.
3. Prior to Brandon getting his own apartment, he had been living with my family. During that
time, Brandon and I had many conversations about appropriate boundaries with the teen boys,
particularly sleeping in bed with them.

18

A summary of these allegations were first mailed to the five elders, Bob Farmer, and Steve
Wingfield on March 3, 2015. These expanded allegations appear in the 6th edition of Is It Enough?
Sexual Abuse Within the Church: A Case Study at First Christian Church of Florissant, given to the elders on
March 29, 2015 during a meeting with Bob Farmer, four elders, Kari Benton and myself.
4

4. I had personally witnessed Brandon sleeping in a spooning position with his arms wrapped
around the above-mentioned minor.
5. That my daughter Chelsea had shared with me that a group of her male friends had told her
that Brandon had exposed his genitals to them and that they had exposed their genitals to him
at his request. That I had confronted Brandon about the alleged exposure, and that he had
minimized it and explained away as being just playful stuff that guys do.
6. I had discussed the above concerns about Brandon with my counselor. My counselor had called
and reported Brandon to Department of Family Services for the above-mentioned concerns.
7. I had discussed the above concerns with my mentor Lisa Womble. I had called the Department
of Family Services and reported the above-mentioned concerns at the suggestion of my mentor.
8. I had discussed with Brandon the necessity of him speaking with a counselor regarding his
relationship with the above referenced minor. I had provided Brandon with the name and
phone number of a qualified counselor. Brandon had told me that he had set an appointment
with him but that I was unsure if he had kept the appointment.
9. How difficult it had been for me to carry out all of the above because of the close personal
relationship Brandon had shared with my family. That I cared deeply for not only the minor
child and his health and wellbeing but also for the health and wellbeing of Brandon as a
brother in Christ.
Feedback	
  Dawn	
  received	
  from	
  Steve	
  
1. Steve told me that he had received a phone call from the pastor at Gateway Christian Church
saying that someone had come to him with concerns about Brandon Milburn being sexually
inappropriate with minors because I had told a student at SLCC that he had been
inappropriate with one of my sons. (To which I replied surprise because I had NOT relayed
to the student that he was not being inappropriate with one of my sons).
2. Steve asked if any of my natural children had been abused (To which I replied “no”).
3. Steve told me that if he believed that any child had been mistreated that he would be
willing to hotline.19
4. Steve said something to the effect that his son Joshua was also an artist and that sometimes
people misunderstand artistic, talented people and mislabeled them as gay. He in effect told
me that Brandon Milburn was no more gay than his own son.
5. Steve stated that if he believed Brandon was capable of things we had discussed that
he never would have recommended Brandon to his son-in-law who Brandon had
been working with at Gateway Christian Church. 20
19

20

As a mandatory reporter, Steve did not hot line Brandon after hearing about these allegations.

I contacted the senior minister at Gateway when Brandon was there in the spring of 2012. He said
that he was not informed of the allegations shared by Dawn to Steve and Scott.
5

6. Steve stated that even in light of the information I had given him, he would have no
misgivings in recommending Brandon to other churches and would readily write a
letter of recommendation for him (paraphrased). 21
7. Steve questioned my ability to objectively assess the situation with Brandon,
questioned my emotional state and suggested that I take care of my family and
distance myself from the situation with Brandon. 22
8. He stated that he would “Stake his career” on Brandon’s innocence. 23
Feedback	
  Dawn	
  received	
  from	
  Scott	
  
1. Scott told me that he wanted to make it clear to me that Brandon’s contract with FCCF had
not been renewed in January because he had not carried out all of his job duties properly and
stressed to me that it was “for no other reason”.
2. Scott stated that Brandon had been very close to his own family and that he cared for him as
a son. He continued on that he had had conversations in the past with Brandon
regarding appropriate boundaries with students and that he would continue to. 24

	
  
	
  
	
  

21

The Real Life Church in California reported to the media shortly after Brandon was arrested in 2014
that they had received a positive recommendation from a church in St. Louis. I assume it was from
FCCF and Steve.

22

This is intimidation, and it is illegal to try to silence a reporter of sexual abuse allegations.

23

This is one of many examples explored in the case study about how Steve Wingfield enabled
Brandon to feel safe at FCCF by ignoring allegations or complaints of sexual misconduct not only by
Dawn but by other church members and by defending and protecting Brandon when complaints
were brought to Steve.

24

This obviously shows knowledge on the part of Scott and Steve of previous concerns about
possible sexual misconduct while Brandon was employed at the church.
6

FCCF	
  CHILDREN’S	
  MINISTRY	
  WORKERS	
  MEETING25
Document	
  2	
  

Background	
  
The second document, FCCF Children’s Ministry Workers Meeting, is a summary of a meeting Steve
Wingfield, Bob Farmer, and Jim Taylor had on April 1, 2015 with volunteers in the children’s
ministry at FCCF. It was during this meeting that Steve Wingfield made a number of statements that
contradicted the meeting he had with Dawn in 2012.
I have highlighted and commented on the statements made by Steve and the elders that are the
source of these charges.
Date:	
  	
   	
  
Location:	
  
Invitees:	
  	
  
Facilitators:	
  	
  
Topics:	
  	
  

April	
  1,	
  2015	
  
FCCF	
  Student	
  Ministry	
  
Children’s	
  Ministry	
  Workers	
  (invited	
  by	
  Pam	
  Giese	
  via	
  email	
  to	
  those	
  in	
  church	
  database)	
  
Steve	
  Wingfield,	
  Jim	
  Taylor,	
  and	
  Bob	
  Farmer	
  
Brandon	
  Milburn,	
  recent	
  social	
  media	
  posts,	
  Steve’s	
  pastorship,	
  and	
  Q&A	
  

	
  

Opening	
  Speakers	
  

	
  
Bob	
  Farmer:	
  Executive	
  Minister	
  
Bob Farmer began the meeting by laying out the topics. He spoke about the church, safety of our
children being paramount, putting some things in place while at the church, and putting policies in
place for child-adult interactions outside of the church. He acknowledged that although we have
increased security with the check point system and the various volunteers in red, orange, and green
shirts, there are more things we can do and more common sense practices we can employ. More
supervision and accountability were two examples given.
Jim	
  Taylor:	
  Chairman	
  of	
  the	
  Elders	
  
Jim Taylor then spoke about Brandon. (Side note: Brandon pled guilty on 1/26/15 and was
sentenced to 25 years in prison on 3/30/15.) As the chairman of the elders, he stated that the
elders supported Steve’s leadership and pastorship.26 The families of the victims requested that
they remain anonymous and apparently Steve is the only elder who knows who the families are. He
also spoke about how the church had to keep communications limited while the
investigation was ongoing but now that Brandon has been sentenced, leadership can speak
more about it. 27
25

Erica Williams sent the summary to me on April 2, 2015 by email after I requested a copy from her.
The summary is complete; I reformatted the summary on April 3, 2015.
26
This is important to note as you work through this document.
27

This may have been true concerning the two victims for whom Brandon pleaded guilty. This is not
true for the 6 alleged victims that Dawn Varvil reported to Steve Wingfield and Scott Strandell in
February of 2012. They were required to report these allegations as mandatory reporters. There is no
record with Child Services that either of these two men hot lined Brandon. Also, these allegations
reported to them by Dawn had nothing to do with the criminal investigation concerning the two
victims. The church was not under any legal restrictions to not communicate about these allegations.
I contacted the prosecuting attorney twice concerning these allegations from 2012. The PA told me
he would have welcomed any investigation from the church.
7

	
  

Steve	
  Wingfield:	
  Senior	
  Minister	
  and	
  Elder	
  
Steve then spoke about the various rumors on social media – that there were other victims; that he
knew about Brandon’s propensity as a rapist; and that he did nothing and shunned the person who
came to him to tell him about Brandon.
1. Steve responded that he learned about Brandon when the parents came to him, shortly before
Brandon’s arrest last year. He and the parents were shocked. He acknowledged that what
Brandon did was a crime and stated that he would in no way hide something like that had he
learned about it beforehand. 28
2. He also said he would not dismiss a parent’s concern about his or her child.

29

3. He implied that the person who came to him either had an agenda of sorts or was a
previous molestation victim and needed to lash out or hurt someone but that person did
not discuss Brandon Milburn. 30
4. He stated that there was a witness in the room when that person came to him and that he
has email communication regarding it. He needs to seek legal counsel to confirm what,
if any, of that he can share in his role as pastor/counselor. 31
28

Steve may not have known about the two victims who came forward; he and Scott, however, had
learned about the 6 alleged victims. Steve and Scott had learned that Brandon had allegedly exposed
his genitalia to 5 young boys and they had done likewise to him. Steve and Scott had learned that
Brandon had been found in bed with a minor in a “spooning” position on several occasions by
Dawn. Steve and Scott had been told that Brandon had been hot lined by Dawn Varvil and by her
counselor.

29

I assume this is true, but Dawn’s reporting of the allegations of sexual abuse to Steve and Scott was
not about her son.

30

This is the most serious of Steve’s comments. (1) Steve IS admitting that a parent (Dawn) did
come and speak to him; Steve is simply arguing her motives without ever revealing what she told
them and what they told her to the volunteers at this meeting. He left this information out. (2) Steve
is trying to discredit Dawn who reported the allegations of sexual abuse—this is illegal. Dawn was
not just an inactive church member on the periphery of the church. Dawn was a youth sponsor;
Dawn had first-hand evidence of sexual misconduct; Dawn had opened up her home to the very
boys Brandon is reported to have abused; Dawn had invited one of the 6 minors to live with her
family for awhile; Dawn had also invited Brandon to live with her family even though her house was
quite crowed; Dawn was a parent with children about the age of the boys with whom she was
working; Dawn came forward at the invitation of Steve because he had heard about a complaint
involving Brandon of suspicious behavior with a young boy. Therefore, Dawn was a profoundly
credible and reliable reporter of the allegations—Steve is without excuse for not acting upon Dawn’s
reporting. (3) Dawn spoke about the six alleged victims directly in relationship to Brandon—his
name is mentioned throughout the discussion. In fact, Steve initiated the entire meeting because the
minister at Gateway had heard about some rumors concerning Brandon!

31

This is Scott Strandell, the witness Steve chose to observe the meeting. Scott messaged me several
weeks ago that he had been advised to not discuss the accusations. As of March 29th, the elders
would not tell Kari Benton and me if they had even contacted Scott yet. Why not?
8

5. Church investigation is still ongoing but as of right now the only two boys who have
come forward are the ones to which Brandon pled guilty.32 He spoke about connecting
with Southeast Christian Church during the investigation.
6. He also reiterated some of Bob Farmer’s points about child safety within and without our church.
7. He expressed the hurt he feels about the rumors and social media posts and stressed that
he, and the executive pastor at the time, would not have allowed their children to have a
close relationship with Brandon if they knew Brandon was molesting children. 33
8. He stated that he will have additional meetings about this topic with other small groups
in our church (Celebrate Recovery, worship team, etc.) and that those groups would be
informed either by email or announcement of place and time but that he would not use
Sunday mornings or the pulpit to defend himself.34 That time is to preach God’s Word.
32

This is true, but it ignores and redirects the focus off of the allegations about the six alleged
victims. There may be a church investigation going on now, but there had not been one for over
three years. In fact, neither Steve Wingfield nor any of the staff or current elders had ever
communicated with Dawn Varvil about the allegations until a couple of days ago when Steve sent a
letter to Dawn and her husband. Steve and the elders had refused to communicate with me about my
reporting of Dawn’s allegations to them until March 29, 2015 when they finally agreed to meet with
Kari Benton and me. Yet, even though the elders had learned about the allegations on March 3rd, they
still came out on April 1st in complete support of Steve Wingfield—the very person who has lied and
covered-up the facts to the very workers who volunteer with the children in the church!

33

This is as distortion of the truth. Steve may not have had personal first-hand knowledge of
Brandon molesting children, but he did have knowledge of allegations of molestation of six alleged
victims. After Steve had learned of the allegations in February of 2012, Brandon, although not an
employee of the church, was allowed by Steve to volunteer at Hydrate, the Wednesday night high
school youth program, preaching at least once. Steve also allowed Brandon to attend and participate
in Late Church on Sunday evenings, a service targeted to young people, and a service where Steve
would often preach. A former youth intern, Jeff Wright, told me he saw Brandon at Late Church
during the spring of 2012, often with his arm around young boys at the service. Steve allowed
Brandon to be around high school kids and young adults between February and May of 2012 with
full knowledge of sexual abuse allegations of 6 alleged minors!
In addition, the document, Is It Enough? Sexual Abuse within the Church: A Case Study at First Christian
Church of Florissant was never placed on social media, including Facebook. In fact, this case study was
first sent to the five elders, Steve, and Bob Farmer on March 3rd, and to no one else. After three
updates of the case study, all sent to the elders, the elders replied to me that they were not going to
investigate any of the material in the case study, particularly the allegations shared to Steve and Scott
by Dawn in February of 2012! Why not? The case study was then sent to the current and former staff
members who knew Brandon, to former elders who knew Brandon, and then several days later, to
the current deacons and several Sunday school teachers, individuals in my Sunday school class who
had asked about the case study, and a few college students who are a part of Refuge.

34

Steve has met with the volunteers of the high school youth program and now the workers with the
children’s ministry. He is preparing to meet with other groups. Yet Steve has not once met with
Dawn, Titus, or me—not even a quick note recognizing he had received the case study from me. He
has refused to talk to the three people who have the most direct, credible, and reliable information
9

9. He can only defend himself so much; however, and he will rely on the elders to speak in his
defense. 35
	
  
Questions	
  and	
  Answers	
  
Erica	
  Williams:	
  Camp	
  Counselor	
  
I asked about camp counselors because I wanted to meet them before I send our boys to
camp. Danielle Ricks responded to this. At this time unfortunately they do not know who the male
counselors will be.
Jean	
  Chappel:	
  Any	
  Changes?	
  
Jean Chappel asked if we, as children’s ministry workers, needed to do anything differently. Bob
Farmer responded to this and said not at the moment. There will be some changes made over the
summer break that will improve our safety measures but for now, no.
Chris	
  Horton:	
  Staff	
  Turnover36	
  
Chris Horton asked about staff turnover and membership turnover. He stated that Brandon’s
situation was not the only concern but seemed to be the catalyst that sparked the conversation to
finally occur. Steve responded to this. People leave for various reasons – whether they dislike Steve,
dislike the neighborhood, feel unable to cope with the recent volatility (i.e. Ferguson), etc. Every
minister who has left has left of his or her own accord. Steve has not fired anyone. Some ministers
needed to leave for their own personal reasons or to serve God elsewhere. Some needed to leave for
our church. Our neighborhood has had great turnover in the last 30+ years (i.e. more diversity) and
not everyone is okay with the changes. Steve loves Florissant and its surrounding areas as it was then
and as it is now. He loves our church and loves God’s people. We should not focus on those who
have left but focus on those who have stayed. Sometimes we get so close to ministers and staff that
when they leave, we create an uncomfortable environment for the next staff person who steps
in. They feel unable to fill that person’s shoes. Or, we leave the church with the staff person but stay
connected through social media with members who stayed. That connection creates a false sense of
togetherness and can make it difficult for current church members when they see postings and
comments like the most recent ones. He told Chris and Christy that if they would like, he would
come to their home and discuss this further.
	
  
	
  
	
  
about these allegations from February of 2012. He did, however, finally send a letter to Dawn a few
days ago asking to talk with her and her husband, only as the pressure has increased to do so. It is
disingenuous for Steve to offer to go to Chris Horton’s home and to further discuss their questions,
but he has refused to acknowledge the six Facebook messages I have sent him in the past five weeks!
He was not even in attendance when Kari Benton and I met with three of the elders and Bob Farmer
on March 29th.
35

This is exactly what Steve has done with me. I have been asked by a number of church members
why I didn’t go to Steve first about these allegations—I did—six times. Steve has not once defended
himself in front of the key individuals involved in this situation—Dawn, Titus Benton, and me.

36

This issue is extremely significant and should be investigated by the elders.
10

Unknown	
  Person:	
  Investigation	
  
Someone who I couldn’t see or hear that well asked about the investigation and Steve responded to
this. He mentioned again Southeast Christian Church, which was Brandon’s home
church. Brandon’s mother currently works there. He spoke about Brandon not having a background
or record and never having gotten into trouble there. He also spoke again about figuring out how
much he could share about recent events and the ongoing investigation.37 I asked him about
legal counsel and he said that Southeast has its own legal counsel and they have been
gracious enough to provide same to our church during this time.38
Closing	
  of	
  the	
  Meeting	
  
Bob wrapped up the meeting by thanking everyone for coming and serving. He spoke again about
the changes that will occur once the school year is out and the need for more meetings, transparency,
accountability, etc. Eugene closed us in prayer.
Reflection	
  
The mood of the meeting was solemn. I (Erica) saw someone crying while Steve was speaking
about not dismissing a parent’s concern.39 We wrapped up a little after 9 p.m. The few people I
spoke with thought it was a good meeting. 40 I will probably attend future meetings because the
more we meet, the more questions will be asked and answered. Feel free to share this with anyone
via email or messaging. I will ask, however, that if anyone feels the need to post this publicly, to not
tag me. Also, if I missed anything, please feel free to plug in any gaps. 41 I have deliberately
omitted my opinions on anything that was stated. Thank you. Erica Williams

37

What is the ongoing investigation he is referring to? Several weeks ago the elders did not even want
to do any investigation. This is simply a way for Steve to avoid talking about the allegations from
2012.

38

Is the legal advice related to Steve ignoring and covering-up the allegations and discrediting and
intimidating Dawn?

39

Why would a children’s worker cry about this question?

40

This represents the serious problem at FCCF and why so many are reverting to social media to find
answers—people do not know the facts because the elders, include Steve Wingfield, are not being
honest and forthcoming with the church family.

41

This is what this document is doing—filling in the gaps. At the end of the case study, I said that “It
is not enough for me to close the book on this story—I will continue to turn on the light and turn
the pages of this story. Should it not be enough for you too?” 41
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THE COVER-UP42
DOCUMENT 3

Shortly after Brandon was arrested on February 7, 2014, the church released a statement to the press
and to the congregation. In the press release by Tyler Brown and Steve’s comments before his
sermon on February 16th, Steve said that Brandon had moved away from St. Louis two years earlier,
around February of 2012. Yet, this is not true. Brandon was still living in St. Louis, working at
Gateway Christian church on Sundays and volunteering at FCCF on Wednesday nights and attending
Sunday nights up until at least May of 2012. Then Brandon was asked to be a “leader” at the church’s
VBS in June of 2012. Although Brandon had not been employed at FCCF for two years, Brandon
was still allowed to work and have contact with teenagers and younger children for another five
months, all with Steve and Scott’s full knowledge of the 6 allegations of sexual abuse reported to
them in February of 2012 by Dawn Varvil!
I have listed below examples of Brandon’s involvement at Late Church, Hydrate, and VBS.43 I have
also reprinted the two responses by Steve that attempts to cover-up Brandon’s continual involvement
at FCCF after Steve and Scott became aware of the allegations.
Late Church
A current youth sponsor at FCCF who served as a leader during FCCF’s late night Sunday evening
service from February to May of 2012 came forward recently and reported to me:
During this time, I would regularly see Brandon Milburn at these services, often coming in
during the middle of the service, and always accompanied by teens. I knew Brandon was no
longer on staff at the time, but did not question his presence, seeing it at the time as him just
being a good mentor to students he had been guiding during his time at Florissant. What
would often make me tilt my head and question was that every time Brandon was there, he
would always have his arm around a student. It was nothing that gave me any suspicion of
inappropriate behavior, just something that I felt was rather odd.44
This youth sponsor added that during most of these Sunday evening services from February to May
of 2012, Steve preached at these services and that he would have witnessed Brandon attending the
services accompanied by minors—this with Steve’s full knowledge of the allegations of sexual abuse
reported to him by Dawn in February of 2012.
Hydrate
Brandon also continued to volunteer at the Wednesday evening youth group, Hydrate, from February
until at least May of 2012, speaking occasionally to the kids. Again, this was after Steve and Scott
knew about the sexual abuse allegations from Dawn. Several church members at the time have
attested to seeing Brandon at Hydrate during this period.

42

Some of this information is new, some of it is from the sixth edition of Is It Enough?
This information was just recently sent to me with a link to the VBS pictures by a church member.
44
Facebook message from the youth sponsor on March 26, 2015.
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VBS45
During the church’s VBS in June of 2012, Brandon Milburn not only attended the VBS, but he
actually participated in the event: He was one of the leaders—notice the leader’s tag around his neck;
he spoke at sessions; he participated in skits; he played with the worship band; he hung out with kids
in the kitchen and in the lobby during registration. Steve Wingfield and Scott Strandell were also at
the VBS.
What is most alarming is that Brandon worked with these kids46 for a week with Steve and Scott’s full
knowledge of the sexual allegations reported to them by Dawn only four months earlier!

45

VBS (2012) pictures from Jordon Wilson’s Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/JordanS.Wilson/media_set?set=a.326561600751720.76242.1000019364
99019&type=3
46
The faces of any minors in the pictures have been blurred to hide their identity.
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News Release
When the story did break in St. Louis, FCCF released this statement to the press on February 11,
2014 by the Executive Minister47:
"Having just heard of these charges from something that happened in 2007, our first concern
is with how we can best help any victim heal, ”The charges point to a time when as a college
student he served in a part time role as an intern. For the last several years he has been
living in another state.48 We have a justice system who can do the investigation and we will
assist them any way we can as our church family works through this."49
When Tyler Brown, the executive minister, was asked later50 about why the press release did not fit
with the time-line of Brandon’s time at FCCF, he said, “I can say with 100% certainty I
communicated the exact information I received.”51
The senior minister then addressed the charges against Brandon during one Sunday morning service.
He then communicated the church’s concern with a number of small groups during one Wednesday
night event at the church building. His address is presented below in its entirety:
This past week has been difficult as news reported on the arrest regarding a very serious
crime. For the next five minutes I need to lead us in a family talk as a dad myself with two
teenagers and as your pastor. Sometimes in the very best families, bad things happen. If you
don’t know already, it was revealed this past week that someone was arrested. He was arrested
a week ago Friday, for hurting a couple of kids. The person charged is Brandon Milburn. He
moved away two years ago52 but during a time between 2007 and 2009 he allegedly sexually
abused two eleven year old boys. This while he was a college student and working here parttime as an intern. And it made our local news on Tuesday. I think I know how many of you
feel. That makes me both angry and sad all at the same time. Because we want this to be a
safe place for you for your children just like I would for my daughters.

47

He was not the same executive minister from 2012 that had met with Steve Wingfield and Dawn
about the allegations. This executive minister, Tyler Brown, was hired after Feb of 2012. It is not
known if Steve Wingfield had told Tyler Brown about the allegations from 2012.

48

If this is true, it would have put Brandon in California in February of 2012. Yet, Brandon was
employed at Gateway Christian Church in St. Louis from February until at least May of 2012. This
statement also implies that Brandon had been away from FCCF for two years, yet Brandon was
working as a “leader” at the VBS in June of 2012, participating in the worship band, skits, speaking,
and hanging out with the children.

49

St. Louis Post-Dispatch http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/california-youthminister-faces-sodomy-charges-in-st-louis-county/article_3d3299f1-cd97-56d4-baf9d63e5572efe6.html

50

Email from March 15, 2015 from Tyler Brown.

51

Does this not strongly imply that Tyler did not write the press release, but rather it had been
written for him by someone else?

52

This is the same time-line released to the press, but as already stated, this is not true.
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How many of you are parents in this room? As parents, I want you to know Wednesday night
I had a difficult task of speaking to a group of about 130, 150 teenagers on Wednesday night.
And I need you to know what I told them. I told them two things—a hard truth and what we
can do about it. The hard truth is sometimes people we trust may try to touch us or get us to
do something that is wrong. That’s a hard truth.
And the thing we do about it is if anyone ever makes you feel uncomfortable or unsafe,
young people, we want you to tell your parents, your school counselor, tell a pastor, even if
it’s embarrassing to talk about it. Parent, a school counselor, a pastor will listen and help.

53

And then I had to work my way around to six or seven different small groups that meet here
in the church, and I had to say to parents that were here, you need to know what I told your
teenagers, but it’s not my job, it’s not the church’s job, to give explicit definitions of sex
crimes to young children in mix settings like at a local church or in a public setting. That’s a
parent’s responsibility.
So we encourage all parents to talk to their children and look them in the eye and say if ever
anything happens that makes you feel embarrassed, or if it makes you feel uncomfortable or
unsafe you can tell me. I want you to tell me. You can tell your school counselor, you can
tell your pastor, and I will listen and I will always love you. 54
You know no matter what happened in the past not every case makes the news or gets
reported. And I looked up the statistics from an accurate source. the National Center for the
Victims of Crime based out of Washington DC, and one out of five girls and one out of
ten boys are sexually abused in our country. 55So if you have been hurt by something like
this, you need to know you are not alone and the good news is that you can get past this, and
you can heal in this place. We know a healer and he can heal anybody of anything, amen?
Listen we are not a perfect church, I am very imperfect as a pastor, our leaders are imperfect,
and you at times, you’re not all that either. But our desire is to be people of truth and holiness
and to help people to heal through the life changing power of the good news that we have to
share. You know one of Satan’s oldest ploys is to create distractions for the church

53

A school counselor and a pastor are both mandatory reporters under Missouri law. They are not
only required to listen, but they are required to help by reporting the alleged abuse to children
services—to hot line any suspicious behavior. Steve and Scott did not report Brandon after learning
of the sexual allegations against Brandon in February of 2012.

54

Steve, now referring to himself, omits the most important aspect of the pastor—to report the
alleged predator, which he and Scott did not.

55

This statistic should have made Steve and Scott even more diligent in reporting Brandon and in
investigating other possible victims that they had already been informed about two years earlier! The
elders had sent a letter to Titus Benton and me on March 17,, 2015, stating that “as part of our
complete cooperation with the instructions of the prosecuting attorney, as a church we have not
taken the role of investigator.” Titus and I have been in contact with the prosecuting attorney the
past six months, and he told me that he would have welcomed any help or investigation from the
church.
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from its core mission to connect people to Jesus, 56 and I am glad as a church family
we’re not going to let something bad that happened years ago keep us from doing
good right now and as a church family we are going to stay positive.57 We are going to
keep preaching Jesus. We are going to help people heal cause that’s what we do here. That’s
what’s this family is all about. Amen.58

56

This is a passive aggressive attempt to discourage people from coming forward with other
allegations and from talking about the 6 allegations already reported by Dawn. Steve is strongly
implying that if someone were to continue discussing this matter, he or she would be allowing Satan
to divide the church. This is spiritual intimidation!

57

Steve is declaring that the church needs to move on, implying that the church does not need to do
a complete investigation into other allegations (from Dawn and or possibly others), yet at this point it
has only been over a week since Brandon was arrested. Why is Steve trying to move on so quickly?

58

Steve Wingfield’s address to FCCF concerning the arrest of Brandon Milburn on February 16, 2014
at the FCCF worship service. https://vimeo.com/87521576 Time 25:49-31:15.
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